Evidence for a new HLA-region determinant detected by human T-lymphocyte clones (TLCs).
Human peripheral blood T-lymphocytes were stimulated by allogeneic cells in primary MLC and subsequently cloned by limiting dilution in the presence of lymphocyte conditioned medium (LyCM). Following expansion, clones were tested for specific proliferation against a panel of 32 stimulator cells including cells from the family of the original stimulator (FLAM). Two clones, TLC 14-14 and TLC 14-86, responded to FLAM and to a cell homozygous for Dw5 (JPSU), but not to other unrelated panel members; reactivity segregated with the haplotype containing Dw1 in FLAM's family. In separate experiments, TLC 14-14 was restimulated by an antigen encoded by the maternal "c" haplotype in JPSU's family. This antigen may be a new determinant on the same molecule as Dw1 and 5 or, more likely, encoded by a new gene associated with these specificities.